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Abstract—The radio energy consumption takes a large portion of the total energy consumption in smartphones. However, a significant

portion of radio energy is wasted in a special waiting interval, known as the tail time after a transmission is completed while waiting for a

subsequent transmission. In order to reduce the wasted energy in the tail time, the fast dormancy feature allows a quick release of a

radio connection in the tail time. For supporting the fast dormancy efficiently, it is important to accurately predict whether a subsequent

transmission will occur in the tail time. In this paper, we show that there are strong personal characteristics on how user interacts with

a radio network within the tail time. Based on these observations, we propose a novel personalized network activity-aware

predictive dormancy technique, called Personalized Diapause (pD). By automatically identifying user-specific tail-time transmission

characteristics for various network activities, our proposed technique takes advantages of personalized high-level network usage

patterns in deciding when to release radio connections. Our experimental results using real network usage logs from 25 users show

that pD can reduce the amount of the wasted tail time energy by 51 percent on average, thus saving the total radio energy consumption

by 23 percent with less than 10 percent reconnection increase.

Index Terms—Smartphone, radio network, radio energy, tail time

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

Asignificant portion of the total energy consumption in
smartphones comes from the energy consumed in their

radio device modules [1], [2], [13]. For example, in our
energy measurement study for 3G smartphones, we have
observed that radio communications are responsible for
about 30 percent of the total energy consumption. With
more smartphone apps interacting with remote data centers
and servers, it is expected that the radio energy consump-
tion in smartphones will be steadily increasing. Therefore,
an efficient radio energy management is critical in achieving
a high system-level energy efficiency of a smartphone.

In 3G and 4G network devices, a significant portion of
the radio energy is wasted during a special waiting interval,
known as the tail time. Once a radio connection is released,
reconnecting to a mobile network again requires an extra
overhead of allocating radio resource in the mobile network,
resulting in a long delay to a mobile device and an extra sig-
naling overhead to the mobile network. In order to avoid
frequent radio reconnections, after a data transmission is
completed, a radio connection is not immediately released.
Instead, it is maintained during the tail time interval of a

fixed-length Ttail, expecting that a subsequent transmission
occurs in the tail time. However, if there is no transmission
in the tail time, a large amount of the radio energy is
wasted. For example, in our 3G radio power measurement
study from 25 Android smartphone users, we observed that
about 40 percent of the total radio energy consumption is
wasted in the tail time while waiting for a subsequent trans-
mission which did not actually occur in the tail time. Thus,
saving wasted energy in the tail time is very important in
achieving a high radio energy efficiency.

In order to save the wasted energy during the tail time, a
new specification, called the fast dormancy feature [3], was
proposed. The fast dormancy feature allows a smartphone
radio module to quickly release its radio connection even in
the tail time, thus reducing the wasted energy in the tail time
when there is no subsequent transmission in the tail time. In
order to utilize the fast dormancy feature efficiently, it is
important to predict whether or when a subsequent trans-
mission will occur in the tail time, after the current data
transmission has been finished. For example, if the subse-
quent transmission is incorrectly predicted to occur in the
tail time, the energy wasted in the tail time cannot be saved.
On the other hand, if the subsequent transmission is incor-
rectly predicted not to occur in the tail time, a radio connec-
tion should be re-established with an additional radio
resource allocation.

Existing predictive dormancy techniques such as [4], [5]
are seriously limited in their applicability, missing many
potential opportunities for exploiting the fast dormancy fea-
ture. For example, TOP [4] relies on explicit hints from apps
on the subsequent transmission in deciding if a radio con-
nection should be released or not after a data transmission
is completed. RadioJockey [5], on the other hand, is more
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general in that it does not require apps’ explicit hints on
future network transmission. However, RadioJockey is use-
ful only for non-interactive tasks from background apps (such
as updating daily weather forecast). Since popular apps are
user-interactive apps, this limitation seriously restricts the
applicability of RadioJockey.

Intuitively, what the existing techniques lack is a system-
atic and automatic way of extracting some general-purpose
quantitative metric that can be used to predict the likelihood
of the next network transmission in the tail time. For exam-
ple, RadioJockey suggests a systematic and automatic solu-
tion but it is not general-purpose, being limited to non-
interactive background apps only. In order to automatically
estimate future network transmission patterns of apps with-
out a priori knowledge on next transmission behavior, there
are two key technical challenges. First, we should identify a
right abstraction level on which information can be col-
lected/profiled so that future radio network transmissions
can be predicted. Second, we should show that the informa-
tion gathered at the proposed abstraction level is indeed
highly correlated to future radio network transmissions in
the tail time.

In this paper, we argue that a network activity is a right
abstraction level on which user’s interaction patterns with a
network should be monitored. Roughly speaking, a network
activity can be considered as a semantically meaningful net-
work-related action. For example, browsing a web page and
fetching new emails are example network activities. Using a
detailed user study, we show that network transmission pat-
terns collected at the network activity level can be used in
accurately predicting future tail-time transmissions. Further-
more, we observe that there are strong personal characteris-
tics on how user interacts with a network in the tail time. In
this paper, we present a novel network activity extraction
technique that automatically classifies semantically equiva-
lent network activities. Our technique, which exploits pro-
gram contexts [6], partitions an app’s network activities
into a small number of equivalent network contexts.

By carefully monitoring how each user reacts at each net-
work context, we can develop an efficient personalized pre-
dictive dormancy technique. In this paper, we propose a
novel general-purpose personalized network activity-aware
dormancy technique, called Personalized Diapause (pD in
short). Unlike existing techniques, pD is based on an auto-
matic and systematic approach that can be applicable to any
type of apps. By automatically extracting various user-level
network activities from a system software and identifying
user-specific tail-time transmission characteristics for net-
work activities, our proposed technique predicts future tail-
time transmissions accurately, thus significantly reducing
the amount of wasted energy in the tail time by exploiting
the fast dormancy feature efficiently.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of pD, pD was
implemented on Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) smartphones.
We have evaluated our proposed pD technique using real
network usage logs from 25 users. Our experimental results
show that pD can reduce the amount of energy wasted in
the tail time by 51 percent on average while the number of
radio reconnections is increased by less than 10 percent
over when no fast dormancy feature is used. An energy-effi-
cient tail time management by pD reduced the total radio

energy consumption by 23 percent, resulting in 7 percent
energy saving in the total energy consumption.

The design and implementation of the pD technique
described in this paper is based on our earlier work [7]. We
have improved the pD algorithm significantly over one pre-
sented in [7]. Furthermore, this paper presents a detailed
quantitative analysis of a smartphone network usage study
and a thorough evaluation of pD.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review an overview of 3G radio network management in
Section 2. In Section 3, we explain key motivations of pD,
emphasizing personalized tail-time network usage charac-
teristics from our smartphone user study. We describe the
proposed pD technique in detail in Section 4. Experimental
results are presented in Section 5. Related work is discussed
in Section 6 while Section 7 concludes with a summary and
future work.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Radio Network Management

As shown in Fig. 1a, a mobile device such as a smartphone
is connected to Internet through a base station and a radio
network controller (RNC) in 3G network systems. Since
multiple mobile devices can be connected to a mobile net-
work, the RNC manages limited radio resources such as
transmission channels using the radio resource control
(RRC) protocol which specifies how a mobile device
changes its operating states. Since a radio device of a smart-
phone consumes different power depending on a RRC state,
the radio energy consumption varies significantly by its
RRC state controlled by the RNC [8], [9].

Fig. 1b shows a typical state machine of a 3G radio
device. The 3G network state machine consists of three
states, IDLE, dedicated channel (DCH) and forward access
channel (FACH). Each edge in Fig. 1b represents a state tran-
sition and its trigger condition. For example, the state of a
radio device remains at IDLE when the network is inactive,
and the radio device consumes almost no power. Once there
is a transmission to/from the radio device, the state transi-
tions from IDLE to DCH in order to reserve a dedicated
channel. At DCH, the radio device is maintained at a high
power level. If there is no more transmission during a spe-
cial waiting interval whose length is ta, the state transitions
to FACH in which the radio device shares a channel with
other devices in the FACH state. The radio power in FACH

remains at a low level. While at FACH, if additional trans-
missions occur at FACH and the size of queued transmis-
sions exceeds a threshold of the radio link network, the
state transitions back to DCH. In contrast, the radio device

Fig. 1. 3G network management.
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returns back to IDLEwhen there is no transmission at FACH
during another special waiting interval whose length is tb.

Intuitively, if there is no subsequent transmission after a
transmission is completed, a large portion of radio energy is
wasted during two waiting intervals, collectively known as
the tail time, whose length Ttail is ta þ tb. Since a radio
resource allocation overhead incurs when a RRC state goes
up from a low power state to a high power state, the tail
time is used to avoid frequent such state transitions. For
example, if a RRC state transitions from IDLE to DCH, a
mobile device experiences a long delay, about 2.1 seconds,
and the mobile network suffers from additional signaling
overhead. Thus, in order to mitigate excessive resource allo-
cation overhead, a radio device maintains its power state
during the tail time interval, Itail, expecting that a transmis-
sion is likely to occur in the tail time. However, if there is no
transmission in Itail, the mobile device wasted its radio
energy consumed in the tail time.

In order to understand how a radio device actually con-
sumes its radio energy during the tail time, we measured
power consumption of smartphones using Agilent 34410A
multimeter in a similar fashion to one used in [8]. The
results are described in Fig. 2 as an example. In our local 3G
measurements, ta is 3 seconds and tb is 12 seconds, thus the
radio device waits for a subsequent transmission in the tail
time, up to 15 seconds. If there is no transmission in the tail
time, 7380 mJ is wasted.1

2.2 Fast Dormancy Feature

In order to reduce the wasted energy in the tail time, a new
feature, called fast dormancy, was proposed in 3GPP [3]. By
sending a control message to the RNC, a mobile device can
immediately release its radio connection, thus saving
energy otherwise wasted in the tail time. However, in spite
of its high potential for saving the wasted radio energy in
the tail time, the fast dormancy feature has not been widely
utilized in 3G networks. For more recent 4G networks,
where a large amount of energy is still wasted in the tail
time, the fast dormancy support was not yet equipped. One
of the main technical obstacles to employing the fast dor-
mancy feature in mobile networks is that it is difficult to
accurately predict whether a transmission will occur in the
tail time. For example, in order to exploit the fast dormancy
feature for user-interactive apps, it is necessary to predict

when user will interact with a mobile network (e.g., when
user will access a web page from a browsing app). Existing
dormancy prediction techniques [4], [5], however, cannot
predict when a next transmission will occur in the tail time
for user-interactive apps. Our proposed technique can
improve the prediction accuracy of tail-time transmissions
significantly by considering personalized network usage
characteristics for the user-interactive apps based on our
fine-grained network activity classification.

3 PER-USER USAGE CHARACTERISTICS IN

SMARTPHONE NETWORK ACTIVITIES

In order to understand how smartphones consume radio
energy while interacting with a mobile network, we
performed a detailed quantitative analysis of the collected
network usage logs from 25 smartphone users in Seoul. 25
study participants aged between 20 and 40, who used a 3G
network as their main radio network, represented diverse
user groups including college students, graduate students,
bankers and kindergarten teachers. We distributed a modi-
fied Dalvik VM to the study participants and collected net-
work usage logs over a period of 2 weeks. Since our user
study was conducted without any detailed smartphone
usage direction, they could use smartphones as usual.

For each user, we collected detailed network transmis-
sion logs and other useful information on network usage.
For example, we collected important app execution events
(such as a start and an end of each app), network traffic
information (such as an app name and a packet size for
each transmission), call stack snapshot for each socket API
call, battery usage events (such as a charge/discharge state
and a voltage level of each status change), and screen on/
off events with their respective timestamps. For privacy
reason, we did not collect detailed packet contents.

3.1 Radio Energy Consumption Breakdown
in Smartphones

In order to understand how much radio energy is wasted in
the tail time, we analyzed inter-transmission intervals from
collected transmission logs. Since the main role of the tail
time is to service closely clustered data transmissions
quickly while consuming standby energy for distant future
transmissions, we broke down the radio energy consump-
tion as three parts, data transmission energy, standby energy,
and wasted tail energy. Fig. 3 illustrates how we compute
three energy components in the tail time. The data transmis-
sion energy is defined as the radio energy consumed in
sending/receiving data within the tail time (e.g., t1 and t2
transmissions in Fig. 3). When a next transmission occurs

Fig. 2. 3G energy consumption.

Fig. 3. Energy breakdown in a tail time interval.

1. We present our measurement results for a 4G LTE device in
Appendix A (available in our on-line supplemental material, which can
be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.
ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2015.2431712).
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within the tail time (e.g., t3 within T1 in Fig. 3), we classify
the energy consumed waiting for the next transmission as
the standby energy. When there is no following next trans-
mission to the end of the tail time (e.g., T2 in Fig. 3), the
wasted energy in the tail time is classified as the wasted tail
energy. Using our 3G power model, which was constructed
from our smartphone power measurement study as
explained in Section 2, we computed three radio energy
components of the radio energy consumption from the col-
lected transmission logs.

In order to understand the impact of radio energy on the
total smartphone energy consumption, we also estimated
the total smartphone energy consumption using collected
battery state logs. Whenever there is a change in battery
voltage, we collected a new voltage level, a time stamp and
charge/discharge state information. By estimating battery
discharge rates for each point of battery voltage change and
calculating discharged energy from the total battery capac-
ity [11], we compute the total energy consumption while
the battery is discharged.2 In our analysis, we estimate how
much energy is responsible for the radio device by compar-
ing the total energy consumption with the radio energy
consumption for the same discharge periods.

The radio energy consumption analysis results are sum-
marized in Fig. 4. The figure shows that, as a ratio of the
total smartphone energy consumption, how much radio
energy is consumed for each energy component in the
tail time. On average, the radio device consumed about
30 percent of the total battery energy while about 13 percent
of the total energy consumption was wasted in the tail time.
Actual data transmissions accounted only 4 percent of
the total energy consumption. In the case of user 2, about
41 percent of the total energy consumption was from the
radio device. From Fig. 4, it is clear that reducing the wasted
tail energy will significantly improve an overall system-
level energy efficiency as well as a radio energy efficiency.

3.2 User-Specific Network Activity Characteristics

In smartphones, network transmissions are initiated from a
particular network activity. Thus, it is a logical assumption
that a network activity is closely related to a network

transmission trend in the tail time. For example, when a
music streaming app finishes downloading a song, another
transmission is unlikely to occur in the tail time because a
smartphone user is very likely to listen to the just down-
loaded song. If we can accurately predict whether a follow-
ing transmission will occur in the tail time or not based on a
tail-time transmission trend of a network activity, we can
reduce a large amount of energy wasted in the tail time by
effectively exploiting the fast dormancy feature. In this sec-
tion, we validate our hypothesis on a strong personalized
connection between network activities and their tail trans-
mission characteristics using 25 user logs we have collected.

In order to understand the transmission trends in the tail
time, we consider two different aspects of correlationship
between network activities and their transmission charac-
teristics in the tail time from smartphone users’ perspective.
First, different users may exhibit different tail transmission
trends for the same network activity. Since a smartphone is
a highly personalized device, different smartphone users
exhibit distinct usage patterns among themselves [12], [15],
[16]. We expect, therefore, that different users may interact
with a radio network in a completely different fashion. For
example, when two people exchange messages each other
using the same messenger app, a transmission trend may be
quite different even for the same network activity (e.g.,
sending an instant message). One user may send several
messages very quickly and frequently, and as a result,
many transmissions are likely to occur in the tail time. On
the other hand, if the other user reacts slowly to received
messages and sends a very small number of messages over
a long period of time, a transmission is unlikely to occur in
the tail time for the same network activity.

Second, the same user responds very similarly to the same
network activity with a distinct tail transmission trend.
Because the same network activity is related in the same task
and a smartphone user behaves quite similarly for the same
network activity, we can expect that, the same user will react
to the same network activity in a similar fashion, resulting in
a distinct per-user transmission trend in the tail time. For
example, suppose user receives notification messages from
an unpopular online game app. Whenever a notification
message is received, if the user is not interested in the game
app, it is unlikely for the user to react to the network activity
of receiving a notification message in the tail time.

Intuitively, our hypothesis on a strong per-user correla-
tion between a network activity and its tail transmission
pattern was motivated by an observation that a network
activity forms a semantically meaningful network action
(e.g., sending an instant message) from user’s perspective. In
order to validate our hypothesis, we have analyzed network
activities from each collected log so that we can investigate
transmission trends of network activities. Since a network
activity leads to a series of clustered transmissions for a
short time interval, we group a series of clustered transmis-
sions in the same app as a single network activity. In our
analysis, if two consecutive transmissions occur in less than
1-second time difference, we group two transmissions as a
single network activity. (We evaluated different time differ-
ence values from 1 second to 3 seconds, but there were only
negligible changes in the analysis results.) Since there
were many different network activities in the collected

Fig. 4. Breakdown of radio energy consumption on smartphones.

2. In our in-house energy measurement study, we have observed
that PowerTutor [11] can accurately estimate the total energy consump-
tion of a long time period. For example, the error rate of the estimated
total energy consumption for 1 hour is less than 9 percent compared to
measured energy consumption. Thus, we have concluded that the total
power consumption of the 2-week’s trace is accurate estimated.
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transmission logs, we identify different network activities
using their call stack information when each network activ-
ity was initiated. For example, if a transmission is initiated
from the ‘sendMessage()’ function of a messenger app, we
call the corresponding network activity (which initiated the
transmission) as the sending an instant message network
activity.3

In order to represent a tail-time transmission characteris-
tic in a quantitative fashion, we define the tail utilization
rate (TUR) for each network activity. For a given network
activity A in a collected transmission log Li for user i,
TURðAjLiÞ is computed as follows:

TURðAjLiÞ ¼
N

AjLi
tailutilized

N
AjLi
total

;

where N
AjLi
total is the total number of occurrences of the net-

work activity A in the collected transmission log Li, and
N

AjLi
tailutilized

is the total number of times that a following next

transmission occurred in the tail time of A. The higher
TURðAjLiÞ is, the better utilized the tail time for the A (i.e.,
the more effectively utilizing the tail time).

3.2.1 Tail Transmission Variability over Different Users

In our analysis from the collected users’ logs, we have found
that there is a strong personalized tendency on network
transmissions in tail times for the same network activity.
We analyzed 25 users’ TURs for the same network activity,
sending an instant message, from a messenger app which
is one of the most famous apps in Korea. As shown in
Fig. 5, we observed that TURðAjLiÞ values for users
1 � i � 25 for the same network activity A are signifi-
cantly different among different users. For instance, for
user 22 (who showed the highest TUR value), we can
guess user 22 tends to check his/her messages frequently
and react to them quickly. On the other hand, for user 13
(who had the lowest TUR value), we can assume that
user 13 reacts very slowly to messages. Clearly, for user
13, a large amount of energy is wasted in the tail time. In
order to take into account of these strong personalized
network-usage characteristics, our proposed technique
employs a user-specific online prediction model for trans-
mission trends.

3.2.2 Per-User Tail Transmission Characteristics

of Different Network Activities

In order to verify whether the same user reacts to the same
network activity with a similar tail-time transmission trend,
we partitioned the collected log Li into n sub-logs,
Li1 ; . . . ;Lin based on the log collection time. For example, in

order to compare week-by-week characteristics of Li, we
created two sub-logs, Li1 and Li2 . Since the collected logs

contained 2-week’s network traces, Li1 and Li2 contains the

first week’s log and second week’s log, respectively. For
day-by-day comparisons, we partitioned Li into 14 sub-logs
in a similar fashion.

The result, summarized in Fig. 6, shows that the per-user
TUR difference between two weekly TURs is very small for
12 representative network activities. Because of a space
limit, we show the results of only three representative users,
but other users’ results are very similar to three users.
The small TUR fluctuations can be observed even for user-
interactive network activities such as A3ð¼ sending an
instant messageÞ as well as system-related network activi-
ties such as A1ð¼ checking system updatesÞ. As shown in
Fig. 7, for the day-by-day tail utilization rates comparison,
we have also founded per-user TUR fluctuations are quite
small. Small TUR fluctuations for the same network
activities strongly suggest that there is a unique per-user
transmission trend for each network activity.

In addition, although the per-user TUR difference over
different time periods is quite small for a given network
activity specific, TUR values for different network activities
are significantly different. For example, in Fig. 6, TUR of
A1ð¼ checking system updatesÞ is almost zero (i.e., almost
no transmission occurs in the tail time.), thus the tail time is

Fig. 5. TUR Variations over different users for the same network activity
(sending an instant message).

Fig. 6. Weekly per-user tail utilization rates comparison for twelve
representative network activities.

Fig. 7. Day-by-day per-user tail utilization rates comparison for six repre-
sentative network activities.

3. In order to identify network activities, we analyzed source codes
of several open-source apps such as Google browser app. For example,
we found that ‘onPageLoad()’ function initiates network traffics for
browsing a web page. For non-open source apps, we also investigated
which functions were called for its network activities while the apps
were executed on our experimental smartphones.
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unnecessary for such network activities. On the other hand,
when the network activity of A2ð¼ browsing a web pageÞ is
completed, it is very likely that a next transmission occurs
in the tail time. From this analysis result, we observed that
it is important to predict the tail transmission taking
account of per-user varying network transmission behavior
over different network activities.

We have also observed that even when TUR for a given
network activity is high, actual distributions of transmis-
sions in the tail time are quite skewed. Fig. 8 illustrates this
observation using two network activities, browsing a web
page and sending an instant message. Although two net-
work activities have high TUR values as shown in Fig. 6, the
distributions of time of next transmission in tail times for
the network activities are skewed to the right. For example,
after browsing a web page is completed, most next trans-
missions happened within the first 8 seconds of the tail
time. Fig. 8 also shows that the skewness in time of next
transmissions in the tail time is preserved over week-by-
week comparisons.

This result presents that user’s behavioral tendency is
reflected to the transmission trend of a network activity.
Even though a network activity is very interactive (like
sending an instant message), we can predict whether or
when a next transmission will occur in the tail time based
on the personalized tail-time transmission pattern. Our pro-
posed technique exploits these skewed distributions in
determining the likelihood of a transmission occurrence,
for example, after x seconds in the tail time.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

PERSONALIZED DIAPAUSE

4.1 Overview of Personalized Diapause

In this section, we describe our proposed smartphone radio
energy optimization technique, pD, in detail. Exploiting
user-specific tail-time transmission characteristics of each
network activity as discussed in Section 3.2, our proposed
technique makes intelligent on-line decisions on whether or
when a transmission will occur in the tail time. The pD tech-
nique chooses candidate subintervals of the tail-time inter-
val where a radio connection overhead is less than a given
threshold value, and invokes the fast dormancy feature at a
time point among the candidate subintervals where an
energy saving is maximized. To this end, the pD technique
systematically extracts meaningful network activities from
call stack information of running apps, and learns tail trans-
mission patterns for each extracted network activity.

Fig. 9 shows an architectural overview of the pD tech-
nique. The personalized predictor for network activity mod-
ule, which was added as an additional module to the Dalvik
VM, is responsible for implementing the pD technique.
Whenever the call stack tracer identifies a network trans-
mission, the call stack information of the network transmis-
sion is sent to the network context block (NCB) extractor
module where closely clustered network transmissions are
grouped into a network activity. Then, the immediate-suc-
cessor model builder module constructs an immediate-suc-
cessor model which represents a tail transmission pattern
for each network activity. An immediate-successor model
of a network activity represents a tail transmission pattern.
Using an immediate-successor model, the tail transmission
prediction engine module determines when to invoke the
fast dormancy feature based on the tail time power model.
Finally, the dormancy granter module invokes the fast
dormancy feature when requested from the personalized
network activity predictor module.

4.2 Network Context Block Extractor

In order to learn a tail transmission pattern automatically
for each network activity, our pD technique systematically
extracts meaningful network activities from call stacks of
running apps. The network context block extractor module
groups a series of inter-related network transmissions into
network context blockwhich represents a meaningful network
activity unit. A key observation is that same network activi-
ties are initiated from same execution paths represented by
same function call stacks. Based on the observation, we
keep track of call stacks for a series of transmissions, and
identify its network activity by exploiting the monitored
call stack information. We explain how we distinguish dif-
ferent network activities in Section 4.2.1, and we validate
our network activity extraction technique in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Automatic Extraction of Network Activity

In order to extract meaningful network activities, the net-
work context block extractor module keeps track of network
transmissions initiated from socket APIs. We partition a
series of the network transmissions into a sequence of net-
work context blocks. Two adjacent network context blocks are
distinguished by an idle transmission interval whose length
is longer than a predefined threshold value. Thus, the main
procedure of the network context block extractor module is
to classify a series of network transmissions into network
context blocks which will be used as a basic unit in
predicting future transmissions.

The network context block extractor module distin-
guishes different network activities by identifying program
execution paths which initiate each transmissions in

Fig. 8. Distributions of time of next transmissions in tail times for two net-
work activities.

Fig. 9. An architectural overview of personalized diapause.
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network activities [6]. Since a network transmission request
of an app is eventually sent to one of socket API functions,
we distinguish different network activities at the socket API
level. We define an atomic network transmission (ANT) as a
network data transfer initiated from a socket API function.
For example, the socket API functions such as connect,
write, read, send and recv can initiate different ANTs. In
order to distinguish different ANTs, once an ANT is initi-
ated from a socket API, we associate each ANT with its
unique ID, called as ANT-ID. The ANT-ID pðtiÞ of an ANT
ti is computed by summing the addresses of functions in
the call stack that lead to the socket API function that ini-
tiates the corresponding ANT ti. Thus, an ANT-ID identi-
fies an execution path where an ANT is initiated. The call
stack tracer sends an ANT-ID to the network context block
extractor module when a socket API initiates an ANT.

The network context block extractor module views net-
work transmissions of an app A as a sequence SA of ANTs
(sent by the call stack tracer), i.e., SA ¼ ht1; . . . ; tni where ti
is an ANT and ti happens before tj if i < j. In order to
identify a series of consecutive ANTs which are involved in
a single network activity, we partition the sequence of
ANTs into a sequence of network contexts. Given a
sequence SA of ANTs, we construct a sequence CA of net-

work contexts, CA ¼ hCA1 ; . . . ; CAk i, where each CAi is a net-

work context. A network context CAi consists of successive
ANTs hti1 ; . . . ; tiki where the inter-ANT interval between

two consecutive ANTs is less than a threshold time Tcontext.
That is, there exists an idle transmission whose length is at

least Tcontext between any two CAi and CAj . Thus, we can dis-

tinguish each network context CAi at runtime whenever an
idle transmission interval of Tcontext length is observed. Intu-
itively, each network context represents a meaningful net-
work activity such as an activity of downloading a song.

Since we represent a network context by a sequence of
ANTs, even if two network activities Ci and Cj consist of
almost identical ANT-IDs except for one or two different
ANTs, Ci and Cj considered as different network activities.

For example, consider two network activities C1 and C2
which are both downloading a song network activities. If C1
downloads a song with a text data of lyrics while C2 down-
loads a song without a text data of lyrics, a sequence of
ANT-IDs for C1 is different from that for C2 because C1 needs
to download a text data. However, C1 and C2 are semanti-
cally almost equivalent network activities, resulting in
almost identical tail transmission patterns. In order to make
C1 and C2 to be equivalent network activities, we define two

network contexts, CAi and CAj , are equivalent if at least one

ANT-ID pðtipÞ of tip in CAi is equivalent to ANT-ID pðtjq Þ of
tjq in CAj . A group of equivalent network contexts is called

an (equivalent) network context block. Thus, each network con-
text in the same NCB indicates a semantically similar net-
work activity.

Fig. 10 illustrates how the network context block extrac-
tor module automatically extracts NCB using an example.
Given a sequence of ANTs S ¼ ht1; . . . ; t7i, whenever there
is an idle transmission interval of Tcontext length, we parti-
tion S into three network contexts, C1; C2 and C3. Since t3
and t7 have the same execution path, t3 and t7 have the
same ANT-ID, i.e., pðt3Þ ¼ pðt7Þ. Therefore, C1 and C3
belong to the same NCB B1 ¼ fC1; C3g. On the other hand,
C2 forms its own NCB B2 ¼ fC2g. Two equivalent network
contexts, C1 and C3 in B1, are assumed to perform the same
network activity. For example, if C1 were used for the net-
work activity, sending an instant message, C3 would be
assumed to do the same network activity, sending an
instant message.

4.2.2 Validation of Network Context Block

In order to validate if our proposed NCBs are good monitor-
ing units in representing tail transmission characteristics for
user’s network activities, we have extracted all NCBs from
the collected user logs using three different Tcontext values, 1,
2 and 3 seconds. Then, we have computed the tail utilization
rates for every [user, NCB] combination and compared two
weekly TURs for the same [user, NCB] combination. The
results summarized in Fig. 11 show that, for most of [user,
NCB] combinations, the TUR difference between two
weekly TURs is very small. For example, about 70 percent
of 2,681 [user, NCB] combinations extracted with
Tcontext ¼ 1 second differed in their weekly TURs by less
than 10 percent. Small TUR fluctuations for the same [user,
NCB] combinations strongly suggest that user tends to react
in a similar fashion to the same network activity. Although
more specific details on a particular network activity may be
obtained by using user-level information (e.g., web
addresses for browsing a web page), the results show that
the proposed network context, which can be constructed
only using system-level information, is appropriate in cap-
turing tail transmission patterns for semanticallymeaningful
network activities. As shown in Fig. 11, there are virtually no
differences in TUR distributions among extracted [user,

Fig. 10. An example of extracting network context blocks.

Fig. 11. CDF of TUR differences for [user, NCB] combinations over
2 Weeks (total number of [user, NCB]’s: 2,681, 2,155, 2,011 for
Tcontext ¼ 1; 2; 3 sec., respectively).
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NCB] combinations when different Tcontext values were used.
In the rest of the paper, we assume that Tcontext is set to 1.

4.3 Immediate-Successor Model Builder

In order to predict whether a next transmission will occur or
not in the tail time after a given network context in an NCB
is completed, the immediate-successor model builder mod-
ule builds an immediate-successor model for each NCB.
The key step of the immediate-successor model builder
module, therefore, is to construct a probability mass func-
tion of next transmission times in the tail time for each NCB
(similar to one shown in Fig. 8). For each NCB invocation,
we keep track of when a successive transmission occurs,
and compute the inter-transmission interval between
the network context and the successive transmission. By
accumulating the intervals, the immediate-successor model
for each NCB presents when and how frequently next trans-
missions occur in the tail time.

Before we describe the immediate-successor model
builder module, we first define several terms which are use-
ful in explaining the process of building a tail transmission
model. For a network context Ci, we call Cj the immediate suc-
cessor context of Ci if Cj happens after Ci and there is no other
network context between Ci and Cj. In particular, we define
the first ANT of the immediate successor context of a given
network context C as the immediate successor transmission of a
network context C. For example in Fig. 10, the immediate
successor context of the network context C1 is C2, and the
immediate successor transmission of the network context C1
is t4. Similarly, given an NCB B ¼ fC1; . . . ; Clg, we define
the immediate successor transmissions of B as a set of the
immediate successor transmission of each Ci 2 B. In the
example shown in Fig. 10, the immediate successor trans-
mission of B2 is ft6g. In the rest of this paper, for ‘immediate
successor transmission’ of a network context or an NCB, we
use IS as a shorthand form.

Given an NCB B, its immediate-successor model main-
tains when and how many times IS’s occur for all B’s invo-
cations. An immediate-successor model consists of ðN þ 1Þ
subintervals, N equivalent-length subintervals s0; . . . ; sN�1
(for when IS’s occur in the tail time) and the other subinter-
val sN (for when IS’s occur after the tail time). Each subin-
terval, si ¼ ½bi; eiÞ, is defined as follows:

bi ¼ i � Ttail

N
i ¼ 0; . . . ; N;

ei ¼ ðiþ 1Þ � TtailN ; ði ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; N � 1Þ;
1; ði ¼ N):

�

Each subinterval si keeps track of the number ni of IS’s
within ½bi; eiÞ. For example, if an IS is occurred after Ttail, we
accumulate their occurrences in nN .

Fig. 12 illustrates the process of building an immediate-
successor model for NCB B1. In this example, we assume
that the network contexts C1 and C2 belong to the same
NCB B1 while C3 belongs to a different NCB B2. Because
the inter-context interval u1 between C1 and C2 is 4.3 (i.e.,
the first ANT of C2 occurs in the subinterval s4 of the tail
time interval after C1 has been completed.), n4 is incre-
mented. For the inter-context interval u2, n7 is incremented

because u2 > Ttail. As expected, the immediate-successor
model will approximate the probability mass function
of IS’s for B1 when a large number of IS’s of B1 are
accumulated.

4.4 Tail Transmission Prediction Engine

Once a network context in an NCB B is completed, based on
an immediate-successor model for the NCB B, the tail trans-
mission prediction engine decides if it is beneficial to invoke
the fast dormancy feature. First, the tail transmission predic-
tion engine computes the energy gain for every possible sce-
nario on future network usage, as described in Section 4.4.1.
Second, the tail transmission prediction engine also com-
putes resource allocation overhead in order to avoid excessive
radio reconnection increase, as described in Section 4.4.2.
Subsequently, the tail transmission prediction engine deter-
mines when to invoke the fast dormancy feature for maxi-
mizing the energy gain with the consideration of the
resource allocation overhead.

In describing the detailed decision procedure of the tail
transmission prediction engine, we use a following notation
derived from an immediate-successor model. Given an
immediate-successor model for an NCB B, we define a prob-
ability value pk which indicates the probability that an IS
occurs in the subinterval sk as follows:

pk ¼ nkPN
j¼0 nj

:

4.4.1 Radio Energy Gain Analysis

The tail transmission prediction engine first computes the
energy gain Gi, which represents the energy gain when a
radio connection is released at bi, for each bi 2 fb0; . . . ;
bN�1g. Let Esubtail represent the wasted radio energy within
a single subinterval of the tail time. For example, in 3G net-
work, Esubtail can have two values according to its power

state, EDCH
subtail for subintervals belonging to DCH state and

EFACH
subtail for subintervals belonging to FACH state. If our pro-

posed technique is applied for different networks (e.g., 4G
LTE), we can easily support its radio power by changing the
definition of Esubtail. In addition, Eohd represents an addi-
tional energy overhead for re-establishing a radio connec-
tion. Using two constants, Esubtail and Eohd, Algorithm 1
describes how the energy gain Gi is computed for a given
immediate-successor model of an NCB.

Fig. 13 illustrates how Algorithm 1 computes the energy
gain G4 as an example. When the fast dormancy feature is
invoked at bi, we consider ðN � iþ 1Þ different cases for
potential immediate successor transmission times: each
bj 2 fbi; . . . ; bNg (Line 4). Note that for any IS tj initiated
at ½bi; eiÞ, we assume that tj was initiated at bi. This

Fig. 12. An example of building an immediate-successor model.
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simplifies procedures for computing energy gains and
resource allocation overheads although it conservatively
estimates an actual energy gain. In the example shown in
Fig. 13, there are four possible cases when an IS occurs,
namely at b4; b5; b6; and b7. For each case, we consider energy
saving and penalty values (Lines 6 and 7). For our exam-
ple in Fig. 13, there are four cases as follows:

� Case 1 (an IS occurs at b4 immediately after a radio
connection is disconnected at b4): There is no energy
saving, but the energy penalty Eohd for re-establish-
ing the radio connection should be paid.

� Case 2 (an IS occurs at b5): It is possible to save the
wasted tail energy between b4 and e4 which is equal
to Esubtail. The energy penalty is Eohd.

� Case 3 (an IS occurs at b6): The wasted tail energy
from b4 to e5, 2�Esubtail, is saved, and the energy
penalty is Eohd.

� Case 4 (an IS occurs after the end of the tail time, b7):
We save entire wasted tail energy from b4,
3� Esubtail, without an energy penalty.

For each bj 2 fbi; . . . ; bNg, the probability that an IS
occurs at bj, is conservatively estimated by pj. Thus, the
expected energy gain for each case is computed by multi-
plying pj and the difference of energy saving and energy
penalty. We sum up the expected energy gain for all cases
into b (Line 8). In order for the fast dormancy mode to be
invoked at bi, there should be no IS at ½b0; ei�1Þ, we compute
the probability ð1� qkÞ that no IS occurs within ½b0; ei�1Þ
(Line 10). Lastly, the energy gain Gi is given by
ð1� qiÞ � b (Line 11).

Algorithm 1. Compute the Energy Gain Gi (Given a Fast-
Dormancy-Invocation Time bi)

1 // assumption: the fast dormancy
2 // feature is invoked at bi
3 b 0;
4 for each bj in fbi; . . . ; bNg do
5 // if an IS occurs at bj
6 saving ðj� iÞ � Esubtail;
7 penalty (j 6¼ N) ? Eohd : 0;
8 b bþ pj � ðsaving� penaltyÞ;
9 end
10 qi  (i 6¼ 0) ?

Pi�1
k¼0 pk : 0;

11 Gi  ð1� qiÞ � b;

4.4.2 Radio Resource Allocation Overhead Analysis

From the viewpoint of energy saving in smartphones, it is
more beneficial for pD to invoke the fast dormancy feature

whenever the energy gain Gi is maximized. However, too
frequent switches to the dormancy mode can incur high
radio resource allocation overhead from frequent radio
reconnections. As discussed in Section 2, an additional radio
reconnection leads to a long delay for smartphone user, for
example, about 2-second delay in the 3G network, and extra
signaling overhead for mobile network. Thus, we should
consider limiting excessive reconnection increases while
exploiting the fast dormancy feature in saving wasted radio
energy. In order to avoid the excessive radio resource allo-
cation overhead, the tail transmission prediction module
takes into account an upperbound on the increase in the
number of radio reconnections in deciding to invoke the
fast dormancy feature. We manage the frequency of dor-
mancy mode switches so that the increase in the number of
radio reconnections does not exceed ð1þ dÞ times over
when no fast dormancy feature is used (where 0 < d).

In order to limit the increase in the number of radio recon-
nections by less than ð1þ dÞ times over when no fast dor-
mancy feature is used, we first compute a candidate interval
IcdtðdÞ, which we expect that the radio reconnection will not
increase more than d if the fast dormancy feature is invoked
in the candidate interval. More formally, we select a candi-
date interval IcdtðdÞ so that the probability of an IS occurrence
in the interval is less than d. Fig. 14 describes the procedure
of estimating radio reconnection increase and a candidate
interval using an example. Given a probability model for
immediate-successor occurrences, we define a modified
upper d� 100%-percentile point, in shortMUP ðdÞ, as a time t
where the cumulative probability from t to the end of the tail
timematches d. In the example of Fig. 14,MUP ðd ¼ 0:1Þ is 3.7
seconds. That is, if we invoke the fast dormancy feature at 3.7
seconds, we expect that the probability of an IS occurrence in
the remaining tail time is dð¼ 0:1Þ. Using MUP ðdÞ, we com-
pute the candidate interval IcdtðdÞ as ½MUP ðdÞ; bNÞ. Intuitively,
if we invoke the fast dormancy within IcdtðdÞ, we expect that
the number of radio reconnections does not exceed more
than ðd� 100Þ% over the no-fast-dormancy case.

Using the candidate interval and the computed energy
gain, we finally determine the time in the candidate interval
to invoke the fast dormancy feature for maximizing the
energy gain. Algorithm 2 describes an overall procedure of
determining when to invoke the fast dormancy feature for
given d and Gi for 0 � i < N . Lines 1�8 show how we
compute IcdtðdÞ from the immediate successor model. Since

Fig. 13. An example of computing energy gain by tail transmission
prediction engine.

Fig. 14. An example of estimating radio reconnection increase by tail
transmission prediction engine.
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the immediate-successor model builder constructs a discrete
probability model for IS occurrences, we conservatively
estimate the candidate interval IcdtðdÞ ¼ ½bx; bNÞ where bx is
the smallest value such that bx �MUP ðdÞ. For example, in
Fig. 14, the candidate interval Icdtðd ¼ 0:1Þ is estimated by
[4, 7). Then, as shown in Lines 9�14, we choose bm as the
time to invoke the fast dormancy feature where Gm is the
maximum energy gain in the IcdtðdÞ. For example, if
Icdtðd ¼ 0:1Þ is estimated by ½4; 7Þ, we consider three candi-
date energy gains, G4, G5, and G6. If the maximum energy
gain were G5 among them, we would select b5 as the time to
invoke the fast dormancy feature.

Algorithm 2. Select the Time bm to Invoke the Fast
Dormancy Feature (Given d and Energy Gain Gi)

1 // Step 1. compute IcdtðdÞ.
2 a ðN � 1Þ;
3 While a � 0 and d �PN�1

k¼a pk do
4 // i.e., ba �MUP ðdÞ
5 a a� 1;
6 end
7 bx  baþ1;
8 IcdtðdÞ  ½bx; bNÞ;
9 // Step 2. choose bm in IcdtðdÞ ¼ ½bx; bNÞ
10 // for maximizing energy gain.

11 m argmax
i2½bx;bN Þ

Gi;

12 if Gm > 0 then
13 Select bm;
14 end

Since an immediate successor model is a probability
model, actual IS occurrences may not follow the immediate
successor model of an NCB. Therefore, in the worst case, the
increase in the number of radio reconnections may exceed
more than ð1þ dÞ times over no-fast-dormancy case. In order
to guarantee that no such case can happen, pD computes the
number of radio reconnections under no-fast-dormancy case
as well. Comparing the number of reconnections in pD with
that of no-fast-dormancy case, we do not invoke the fast dor-
mancy feature if pD increases radio reconnections more than
ð1þ dÞ times over no-fast-dormancy case.

Handling concurrent transmissions from multiple apps. Since
multiple apps can share the current radio connection at the
same time, before invoking the fast dormancy feature, we
also make sure that it will be safe for these apps to discon-
nect the radio connection. In our implementation, which is
similar to one proposed in [4], the dormancy granter mod-
ule (described in Fig. 9) first checks whether all recent apps
(which used radio transmissions) request the dormancy
mode changes. When all of them want to switch to the dor-
mancy mode, the fast dormancy feature is actually invoked
to the radio device. In the current implementation, an app is
classified as a recent app if less than the tail time has elapsed
since the app’s last transmission.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

5.1 Experimental Environment

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed pD tech-
nique, we have implemented pD on Nexus S Android

reference smartphones running Android 2.3 (Gingerbread).
The pD modules, which are described in Section 4.1, were
implemented in the Dalvik VM and Android framework,
and they contain about 2,000 lines of C and Java code. The
current implementation of pD was carefully optimized so
that user does not notice any change in the execution time
of an app when pD is supported. For example, a function of
tracking socket APIs and call stack information, which is
one of performance-critical functions of pD, was imple-
mented by adding only 50 new/modified lines to the origi-
nal Dalvik VM code.

Even though the implemented pD technique can make
online decisions while user uses a smartphone, in order to
evaluate different policies in our experiments, we have
used an additional custom log replayer tool for reproducing
the collected logs from 25 users. The custom log replayer
tool reproduces the collected call stack logs to the persona-
lizd network predictor module. Thus, the personalized net-
work activity predictor module can determine when to
invoke the fast dormancy feature in the same way as the
online decisions.

Table 1 summarizes various parameters used in our
experiments. For 3G radio energy parameters, Ttail, E

DCH
subtail,

EFACH
subtail and Eohd, we used actual measurement values from

our test smartphones (i.e., Nexus S smartphones). Tcontext

was set to 1 second (as explained in Section 4.2.2). The tail
time was divided into 15 subintervals (i.e., 1 second per a
subinterval) which give a sufficient granularity to distin-
guish different tail-time transmission patterns among
different users.

In order to evaluate the running overhead of the pro-
posed pD technique, we conducted a quantitative analysis
study for the execution time overheads. We measured the
additional time overhead, which includes extracting NCBs,
building immediate successor model and predicting tail
transmissions, while the 25 collected logs were replayed on
Nexus S Android reference smartphones. Fig. 16a presents
the impact of pD on the total execution time of apps. The
result shows that our pD technique only took 0.01 percent of
the total execution time of apps on average. In addition, as
shown in Fig. 16b, the average time overhead per network
context was less than 0.25 ms. Since the Dalvik VM already
keeps track of function call chains and call stack informa-
tion, there is little execution time overhead in extracting
NCBs. Since the average number of NCBs per app was

TABLE 1
Parameters Used for Experimental Evaluations

Name Description Value

Tcontext The maximum interval between two
consecutive ANTs belonging to the
same network context

1 sec

N The number of subintervals in the tail
time

15

Ttail The length of the tail time 15 secs
EDCH

subtail
The subinterval energy consumption
in the DCH state

820 mJ

EFACH
subtail

The subinterval energy consumption
in the FACH state

410 mJ

Eohd The energy overhead for a radio
reconnection

2650 mJ
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about 4, additional time overheads of building immediate
successor models and predicting tail transmissions were
also small. We also measured the actual energy consump-
tion while running the pD technique, and observed that the
extra energy overhead of pD is also less than 0.01 percent of
the total energy consumption of apps on average.

5.2 Per-User Radio Energy Saving Comparisons

Fig. 15 shows the impact of the pD technique on the total
radio energy consumption for all 25 users. Using no-fast-
dormancy support as a baseline (which we denote by
baseline), Fig. 15 shows how pD’s radio energy saving
ratios change over different d’s. The pD technique was
evaluated under the assumption that the increase in the
number of radio reconnections is limited by 10, 15 and
20 percent, respectively (i.e., d ¼ 0:10; 0:15 and 0:20). The
result shows that pD can save the radio energy on average
by 23 percent over the no-fast-dormancy case with
d ¼ 0:10. For user 11, the maximum energy saving of
33 percent is achieved over the no-fast-dormancy case.
For d ¼ 0:15 and d ¼ 0:20, since there are more opportuni-
ties for switching to the dormancy mode by invoking the
fast dormancy more aggressively, pD saves more radio
energy, on average, by 27 and 30 percent over the
baseline technique, respectively.

We have also evaluated the impact of the proposed pD

technique on the energy consumption of the whole system.
Based on our analysis study for the total energy consump-
tion described in Section 3.1, we computed how much the
total energy consumption can be saved by exploiting the pD
technique. In the evaluation, we observed that pD can
reduce the energy consumption of the whole system
on average by about 7 percent with less than 10 percent

reconnection increase. For d ¼ 0:15 and 0.20, the total smart-
phone energy consumption is saved on average by 8 and
9 percent, respectively.

5.3 Radio Energy Saving Breakdown

In order to better understand the effect of the pD tech-
nique on radio energy saving, we further classified the
radio energy consumption as three components (as
described in Section 3.1). Fig. 17 shows radio energy sav-
ing breakdowns for four representative users. Because of
a space limit, we present the radio energy saving break-
downs for four users. The result shows that pD reduces
the radio energy consumption by saving the wasted tail
energy. For d ¼ 0:10, 0:15 and 0:20, the wasted tail energy
was reduced by 51, 59, and 63 percent, respectively, over
the baseline technique.

On the other hand, the standby energy was saved, on
average, by only about 5, 6, and 8 percent, respectively, for
d ¼ 0:10, 0:15 and 0:20 over baseline. Since pD is effective
when there is no IS’s in the tail time, it is difficult to reduce
standby energy which is consumed when there is an IS in
the tail time. A small reduction in the standby energy con-
sumption, however, is possible because pD may decide to
release a radio connection even when an IS occurs in the tail
time. As shown in Fig. 17, pD is more likely to take such
chances with a higher d, thus saving more standby energy.

5.4 Energy versus Reconnection Increase Tradeoff

In order to understand how pDmanages the radio reconnec-
tion increase for different d’s, we calculated the increase in
the number of reconnections over baseline. As shown
in Fig. 18, pD fully utilizes a given reconnection budget d in
order to achieve higher energy saving. For example, for four
users, pD increases the number of reconnections by

Fig. 15. Per-user radio energy saving comparisons under different d’s.

Fig. 16. Running overhead of pD technique.
Fig. 17. Breakdown of radio energy saving (B: baseline, P1:
pDðd ¼ 0:10Þ, P2: pDðd ¼ 0:15Þ, and P3: pDðd ¼ 0:20Þ).
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9.99, 9.97, 9.91 percent and 9.43 percent when d was set to
0:10. Overall, for different d’s, 0.10, 0.15 and 0.20, respec-
tively, the number of reconnections increases, on average,
by 9.6, 14.2 and 18.4 percent, respectively. These results
clearly show that pD makes sufficient use of a given d by
effectively adjusting to changing different transmission pat-
terns over different users.

Note that the proposed pD, which improves the energy
efficiency of mobile devices, can be beneficial to mobile net-
work service providers as well. For example, since pD

allows mobile devices to be disconnected from a mobile net-
work under a controlled reconnection increase, extra net-
work reconnections can be compensated by decreased
connection times by mobile devices.

5.5 Energy Saving for Different Network Activities

We have also analyzed the impact of the pD technique on
energy consumption for different network activities. Fig. 19
shows a breakdown of the radio energy consumption for
five representative NCBs extracted from user 1’s log when
d ¼ 0:10. In order to show the tail-time transmission trend
of each NCB, the TUR value of each NCB is included
together. The result shows that pD adaptively saves radio
energy by considering varying tail transmission trends over
different network activities. Since a low TUR value repre-
sents that a large portion of radio energy is wasted in the
tail time, there is more opportunity for reducing energy con-
sumption. For example, for NCB B1 whose TUR value is 11
percent, the wasted tail energy of baseline is responsible
for about 79 percent of the total radio energy consumption.
Thus, by taking account of the tail transmission trend of
NCB B1, pD reduces the wasted tail energy by 74 percent
over the baseline technique. On the other hand, because

the radio energy is rarely wasted for NCB B5, pD saves only
26 percent of the wasted tail energy.

Furthermore, the result in Fig. 19 shows that some por-
tion of the wasted tail energy is not saved even by pD. For
example, even though the TUR of NCB B1 is 11 percent,
about 20 percent of the tail energy is still wasted under pD.
This inefficiency of pD comes mainly from when the pD

technique decides a dormancy mode switch in the latter part
of the tail time when MUP ðdÞ is close to the end of the tail
time interval.

5.6 Fine-Grained Network Activity Extraction

In order to understand the impact of our proposed fine-
grained NCB classification technique on radio energy sav-
ings, we compared the pD technique with pDunified, a simpli-
fied version of pD.4 The pDunified technique assumes that all

NCBs from a single user share a single immediate-successor
model. That is, pDunified does assume that user interacts with

different network activities in a similar fashion. Fig. 20
shows that pD saves more energy over pDunified. For exam-

ple, pD achieves on average 84 percent higher energy saving
over pDunified with d ¼ 0:10. This comparison shows that a

fine-grained NCB separation based on semantic differences
even for a single user is important in achieving a high
energy efficiency.

5.7 Combining pD with Other Context Information

The pD technique can be further improved in various fash-
ions by exploiting other useful context information. For
example, if the pD technique knows a priori that user does
not experience any inconvenience even though there are a
large number of radio reconnections, the pD technique may
decide to use a large d’s in favor of a higher energy saving.
In this section, we present a simple case study of such an
extension to the proposed pD technique using the display
status as an additional context hint.

When the display screen of a smartphone is turned off,
extra delays do not affect the user’s experience [14]. There-
fore, it makes sense to invoke the fast dormancy feature
more aggressively, thus improving the overall radio energy
efficiency without a negative effect on the user experience.

Fig. 18. Changes in the number of radio network reconnections under
different d’s.

Fig. 19. Radio energy saving breakdown of five representative NCBs for
user 1 (B: baseline and P: pDðd ¼ 0:10Þ).

Fig. 20. Effect of NCB extraction on radio energy saving.

4. In Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material, we
compared pD with two other simple dormancy techniques. For a better
explanation that pD saves radio energy based on its accurate prediction,
we present comparison results with a timeout-based approach. In addi-
tion, in order to demonstrate the impact of our online model building,
we compare our technique with a simplified pD which predicts future
transmissions based on a static model without any online learning.
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For example, in our collected user logs, about 60 percent of
the total radio energy was consumed during the screen-off
period. Thus, if we reduce radio energy more aggressively
during screen-off periods over screen-on periods, we reduce
the radio energy consumption significantly more without
affecting the user experience.

Based on this idea, we have implemented a variant of the
pD technique, called pDUXAware. In determining whether or
when to invoke the fast dormancy feature, pDUXAware exploits
a pair of two different d’s, ðdon, doffÞ, where don is used for
screen-on periodswhile doff is used for screen-off periods.

Fig. 21 presents our evaluation result of pDUXAware for dif-
ferent ðdon, doffÞ’s. The Y-axis denotes the average energy
saving for 25 users over when no fast dormancy support is
used, and the X-axis denotes different doff settings. Each
curve represents the evaluation results for three different
don’s. The result shows that, since doff can be set as a higher
value than don, pDUXAware can reduce more radio energy than
the original pD with a single d. For example, when ðdon; doffÞ
is set to ð0:10; 0:30Þ, pDUXAware saves radio energy on average
by 28 percent while pD with d ¼ 0:10 reduces about 23 per-
cent of the radio energy over the baseline. Furthermore, the
result shows that pDUXAware can reduce the radio energy con-
sumption with little negative impact on user experience. For
example, pDUXAware achieves about 24 percent of radio
energy saving with ðdon, doffÞ ¼ ð0:01; 0:30Þ. Since don ¼ 0:01

may introduce up to 1 percent of radio reconnection
increase, we can expect that user hardly recognizes any
negative change in interacting with a radio network over
the case when no fast dormancy feature was used.

6 RELATED WORK

Motivated by the observation that a large amount of smart-
phone energy is wasted in the tail time [8], [9], several tech-
niques were proposed to save the wasted tail energy. For
example, TailEnder [8] delays actual network data transfers
if an app can be tolerant of delays in data transmissions. By
sending delayed multiple transfers in a batch mode, multi-
ple tail periods between small successive data transfers can
be avoided, thus saving the wasted energy in the tail time.
TOP [4] suggested an app-level protocol with which apps
can provide hints on their future network transmissions to
their system. The fast dormancy feature can be invoked if
their hints indicate that there is no transmission in the tail
time. Both TailEnder and TOP, however, are not applicable
for most apps which usually do not provide explicit hints
on their network transmissions, thus limiting their

effectiveness to a small number of specially designed apps.
The proposed pD, on the other hand, has no such restriction
on applicable apps, saving the radio energy frommost apps.

Recent investigations have more directly focused on how
automatically the radio energy can be saved by managing
the tail time. For example, RadioJockey [5] predicts the end
of transmissions for apps running in the background by
monitoring system call traces. When a particular sequence
of system calls is predicted to be a meaningful hint for
invoking the fast dormancy feature, RadioJockey invokes
the fast dormancy feature. Although RadioJockey works
well for background tasks whose transmission patterns are
user-independent, it cannot be applied for interactive apps
which form a majority of apps used by smartphone users.
Our proposed pD is fundamentally different in that pD can
be applied for interactive apps as well. Furthermore, pD
takes advantages of personalized transmission characteris-
tics for users’ behaviors in predicting more general
transmission patterns.

Deng and Balakrishnan [13] also proposed a predictive
technique which determines when to change the radio
states. Since they assumed that a recent transmission trend
will be maintained in predicting immediate network trans-
missions, their prediction could be accurate only when the
temporal traffic patterns remain unchanged. On the other
hand, the proposed pD can make accurate prediction even
when different network activities are occurring with differ-
ent tail-time transmission trends, because pD leverages the
distinct characteristics for each network activity. Huang
et al. [14] suggested a radio resource management technique
for network transmissions when a display screen is off. Our
approach is more general in that pD can be applicable
screen-on transmissions as well as screen-off transmissions.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel personalized network activity-aware
predictive dormancy technique, pD, for reducing the wasted
radio energy of smartphones. The pD technique is moti-
vated by a personalized nature of smartphone usage (as val-
idated from our smartphone user study). In particular, we
observed that there are strong per-user tail-time transmis-
sion patterns for different network activities. Based on this
observation, pD automatically extracts network activities
from apps (without any extra requirement) and systemati-
cally builds tail-time transmission models for the apps. In
order to invoke the fast dormancy feature in an effective
fashion, pD takes advantage of personalized tail-time net-
work transmission models in predicting when a next trans-
mission will occur in the tail time. Our experimental results
validate that pD is an effective solution in reducing the
amount of wasted tail energy. pD can save the radio energy
consumption on average by 23 percent over when no fast
dormancy feature is used with less than 10 percent recon-
nection increase.

Our current pD technique can be further improved in
several directions. For example, if we can distinguish
latency-sensitive transmissions from latency-insensitive
transmissions by exploiting other context information, pD
can more aggressively invoke the fast dormancy feature for
latency-insensitive radio transmissions. Our immediate

Fig. 21. Effect on energy saving of pDUXAware for different ðdon, doff Þ’s.
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future work includes building a general framework
for identifying different types of data transmissions auto-
matically based on user-centric response time analysis. As a
longer-term direction, we plan to investigate if our person-
alized network activity-aware approach can be extended for
other types of system optimizations. For example, it may be
possible to reduce user-perceived radio delays when
connecting to a mobile network by an intelligent prediction
of future network workload.
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